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(b) Temporal Phrase Period of Time - Period type + Temporal Phrase

Point of Time.

When these phrases occur in apposition then the complete phrase

refers to a point of time ajather than a period of time. The

constituents of Temporal Phrase Point of Time have as their nucleus

Indefinite temporals ?diich indicate past or future time.

e.g. ba anan .kole muru goma 'five months ago*
moon my hand part all before

Sate ta erne 'a week later'
Saturday one later

The conjunction of Temporal phrases has only been noted to occur

between two Period 1ype phrases of the Temporal Phrase Period of

Time. When the Head tagmeme of the second phrase has the same

referrent as the first phrase, then ellipsis of the Head occurs in

the second phrase.

e.g. ba sui muru te ta kole 'two and a half months'
moon two all and one part

£6 erin ta te ba sutan 'a year and two months'
taro stem one and moon two

2.2.5« Numeral Phrases .

The definite numerals foim numeral phrases vvhich are based on

the nxambers ta 'one' and sutan 'two' plus the use of the fingers and

toes. The coimting system to ten may also be accompanied by a

system of equating by bending the fingers to the palm beginning with

the little finger on one hand, thence proceeding along that hand

until the closed hand represents five. The closed hand then begins

by holding down the little finger of the other hand to the palm for
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#U and then proceeds along the fingers of that hand until both

imnds are closed and held together for ten. The numerals to four

ta / taran / taranta ^ one ^

su / sutan / sui *two^

sutakobe / su ta i « three'

2 1 pi 2 1 this

sui sui »four»

two two

There are two alternative systems from five to ten inclusive

«

One system uses the one-two basis solely and the other uses the

one-two system plus the hands. When the one-two system is used,

It is most often accompanied by the equating system.

The one-two system is as follows:

sui sjn^ ta i. 'five'

two two one this

stii sui sui 'six'

two two two

sui sui sui ta i^ ' seven'

two two two one this

sui sui sui sui 'eight'

two two two two

sui sui sui sui ta i_ ' nine

'

two two two two one this

sui sui sui sui sui ' ten'

two two two two two

The one-two and hand system is as follows:

anan kole muru ' five

'

my hand part all

anan .kole muru .kole taran 'six'

my hand part all part one
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kole muru kole sutan
part all part tv/o

gnan .kole muru kole sutakobe * eight*

my hand part all part tliree

gnan kole muru kole sui s\rL * nine *

my hand part all part two two

gnan kole kole muru *ten'

my hand part part all

The numeral phrases 'vtiich express the niimerals eleven to twenty

are based on the hands and feet of the speaker plus the one-two

system. To cut down on redundancy the expression for *ten* v\hich

precedes all these is left out.

e.g. .... kawnan milin taran
ten my foot seed one

. . . . kawnan milin sutan

my foot seed two

.p.. kawnan kole muru
my foot part all

pp.. kawnan kole muru kole taran
my foot part all part one

» o . . kawnan kole kole muru

'eleven*

' twelve

'

» fifteen*

* sixteen*

* twenty*
my foot part part all

For numbers above twenty, the countir^ system proceeds in

miiltiples of tv/enty mth the numbers for 1-19 following the phrases.

^•9» yQl ta an kawn muru
man one his hand foot all

* twenty*

yal sutan an kawn muru anan kole muru * forty five *

man two his hands feet all my hand part all

It should be noted that vdien one gets into the relatively high

figures above twenty, only round figures are referred tOo

This basic system has influenced the assimilation of the

Arabic numerals into the system in the following manner:
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e.g. tuenti sutakobe ^ sixty*

twenty three

tuenti sutan * forty*

twenty two

• cause of the loquacious manner the language uses in its counting

:.Y:jtem, the Arabic system is being adopted fairly rapidly.

NOTES

:.. The occurrence of these locatives has not been considered as an

exponent of the clause level tagmeme location because on the

clause level the location tagmeme may co-occur with this type of

verb phrase.

^•9* Piciin abila dungwi ime *It is down here right here*
base here it is here

2o The verb stem M- is a homophonous form meaning both

Ho cook* and *to build*.

3. When the intensifier wen intensifies the indefinite numeral

binanbile *many* it infixes and forms the word binanwenbile

*very many*
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